To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to permit certain uses of lands within the Colonial National Historical Park in the Commonwealth of Virginia.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. RIGHT-OF-WAY FOR NATURAL GAS PIPELINE.

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized, under regulations generally applicable to utility rights-of-way in the National Park System, to issue a permit to the Virginia Natural Gas Company granting an underground easement for the construction, operation, and maintenance of one natural gas transmission pipeline under and across the Colonial National Historical Park in the State of Virginia. The natural gas pipeline shall be located within the Virginia Power Company's existing electric transmission corridor located between Routes 143 and 716.

SEC. 2. RIGHTS-OF-WAY FOR EXISTING PIPELINES.

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized, under regulations generally applicable to utility rights-of-way in the National Park System, to issue permits granting underground easements for the operation and maintenance of the following existing pipeline facilities under and across the Colonial National Historical Park in the State of Virginia:

2. Virginia Natural Gas pipeline at the Glass House numbered LOA-90-002B.
3. Virginia Natural Gas pipeline at Page Street numbered LOA-90-002C.
(4) Virginia Natural Gas pipeline at Route 143 numbered LOA-90-002D.
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